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J CACCIOLA GALLERY W WELCOMES MERZATTA FOR DECEMBER JEWELRY EXHIBITION
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J. Cacciola Gallery W once again will collaborate with artist duo Chris and Danielle Merzatta to present
“Invitation to Participate,” an exhibition new one-of-a-kind original MERZATTA jewelry pieces. The gallery is
pleased to invite the Merzattas to collaborate this December, and will hold an opening reception at 35 Mill
Street, Bernardsville NJ, on December 2 from 5:00 – 8:00 PM. The event features a festive first chance to collect
from the exhibition, delicious passed hors d'oeuvres catered by Bex Kitchen of Califon, and a delightfully
balanced pour table.
Chris & Danielle Merzatta are known for their award winning collection of open edition studio jewelry.
MERZATTA jewelry is expertly and carefully crafted by examining organic textures of the natural world and
moving them into bronze, sterling, and gold. This new exhibition presents a series of seventy-five One Of A
Kind pieces. These works feature carefully sourced stones, refined metals and fair-mined gold.
Look forward to earrings with natural diamonds paired with geodes; to chocolate diamonds and 18k
FAIRMINED gold set in hand-carved bronze; to a reticulated sterling silver necklace cast from deer horn cedar.
Libations include Allagash White Ale brewed with coriander and orange peel, delicious and crisp Ironbound
Dry Cider with champagne yeast, Founders Porter a silky black ale with notes of chocolate and no absence of
hops. Smooth gallery wines and a celebration of champagne top off the evening.
Don't miss the opening reception and the chance to see the full exhibition. The open edition body of work will
be available at the gallery From December 2 – January 2, 2016. Gift wrapping services will be available
throughout the exhibition.

